Network-on-chip (NoC) is the most promising design paradigm for the interconnect architecture of a multiprocessor system-on-chip (MPSoC). On the downside, a NoC has a significant impact on the overall energy consumption of the system. NoC simulators are highly relevant for design space exploration even at an early stage. Since links in NoC consume up to 50 % of the energy, a realistic energy consumption of links in NoC simulators is important. This work presents a simulation environment which implements a technique to precisely estimate the data dependent link energy consumption in NoCs with virtual channels for the first time. Our model works at a high level of abstraction, making it feasible to estimate the energy requirements at an early design stage. Additionally, it enables the fast evaluation and early exploration of low-power coding techniques. The presented model is applicable for 2D and 3D NoCs. A case study for an image processing application shows that the current link model leads to an underestimate of the link energy consumption by up to a factor of four. In contrast, the technique presented in this paper estimates the energy quantities precisely with an error below 1 % compared to results obtained by precise, but computational extensive, bit-level simulation.
Introduction
Packet-switching-based networks-on-chip (NoC) build the most promising interconnect architecture for multi-core systems-on-chip (SoC) [1] . However, the link's energy consumption of a NoC has increased substantially with the ongoing scaling of technology [2] . A model to estimate the energy requirements at high abstraction levels is important to determine the required energy budget for the links and to evaluate the effect of high-level energy optimization approaches. Lower-level models are not optimal due to their long runtime. Furthermore, high-level optimization approaches have a significantly higher impact on the energy requirements than low-level ones [3] .
However, the current link model [2, 4] is only valid for a sequential transmission of single packets, which is not the case when virtual channels are used. Virtual channels are a commonly implemented technique to increase the NoC performance [1] , but they also lead to drastic increases in switching activities, as shown in this work. Since switching probabilities are directly proportional to energy consumption, neglecting the effect of virtual channels leads to a heavy underestimation of energy requirements.
Also, virtual channels have a major impact on coding, which is one of the most promising low-power approaches. Since the overhead of a coding approach must not cancel out savings in links, encoding is typically based on an end-to-end manner [1, 2] , in which data is encoded and decoded at the network interfaces of the source and destination respectively, and not on link level. However, on an end-to-end basis the effect of virtual channels can not yet be considered and the energy reduction of most techniques vanishes when virtual channels are used. Hence, the majority of techniques are explicitly designed for NoCs without virtual channels [2, 4] , even though they are commonly implemented in NoCs. The only technique which is applicable for virtual-channel-based NoCs is probability coding [5] . However, this method was only designed for the uncommon scenario that links permanently make use of non-prioritized virtual channels. Thus, no optimal coding approach can be identified yet, due to the lack of a patterndependent model for the energy consumption of links with virtual channels. Furthermore, such a model is required to design efficient coding approaches, as outlined in this work.
This work is an invited extension of Ref. [6] . In this initial work, Bamberg et al. proposed the first accurate, coding-aware, high-level model for the energy consumption of 2D and 3D links with virtual channels. In detail, the existing link energy model for 2D links [2, 4] and 3D links [7] is extended in a way that it enables estimating the switching characteristics not only for a sequential transmission of data packets (no virtual channels), but also for multiplexing individual flits of multiple packets (virtual channels). While the existing energy model likely results in implementing inefficient coding techniques and underestimates the link's energy requirements by up to a factor of four, the model introduced precisely predicts the energy requirements of 2D and 3D links, as well as coding efficiencies. We achieve a power estimation error below 1 % compared to results obtained by precise, but computational extensive, bit-level simulation. Thereby, the proposed model reveals new options to reduce the link energy consumption using coding.
The present work provides the following major extensions over the initial conference publication [6] : (a) We make the aforementioned models available and usable for NoC simulations. Precise estimation of the energy budget is essential because links participate a large portion of the overall NoC energy consumption. Evidence therefore are a 17 % share in the Teraflop router [8] and share of up to 53.9 % in the NOSTRUM 8×8-NoC [9, Table 1 , p. 4]. Our NoC simulator comprises a NoC and an application model beside the proposed energy models. The simulator is implemented in C++ using the SystemC class library [10] including both models on the transaction and the cycle-accurate level, while the energy models are implemented in Python. Our approach enables separate consideration of TSV arrays and of metal wires in NoCs, as well as accounting for application-dependent switching activity for individual links. This is orthogonal to energy estimations provided by competing simulators that do not implement such energy and application models. (b) We introduce the innovative feature of transmission matrices that are recorded during simulation. Thereby, parts of the architectural design can be modified post-simulation. For instance, the evaluation of various coding methods can be conducted only with a single simulation run. (c) Our models are easily configurable using XML files, including many properties of the architecture of individual routers. This approach facilitates rapid prototyping during design space exploration. (d) We enable an easy use of the simulator by providing a single point-of-entry and simply configurable simulation scripts. Summarizing the novelty of this paper: We improve state-of-the-art energy estimation for NoCs such as [11] by accounting for capacitance, separation between metal wires and TSV arrays, and coding. We demonstrate applicability of our approach by comparison of virtual channel-based NoCs and NoCs without virtual channels in a realistic case study and show power and performance as well as the effects of coding.
The remainder of this work is structured as follows: Sec. 3 presents general formulas to determine the link energy consumption employing the switching/bit properties. Sec. 4 reviews the concept of virtual channels and shows that they have a huge impact on the switching properties. Afterwards, our model to estimate the switching characteristic is presented in Sec. 5. The model is integrated into a NoC simulator, which is presented in Sec. 6. Further, we validate the model by means of simulation results in Sec. 7. In Sec. 8, a case study for a heterogeneous 3D vision SoC is presented which shows that for a precise energy estimation, as well as a design of efficient coding architectures, our model has to be used. Finally, a conclusion is drawn.
Related Work
Due to increasing need for power efficient systems, low-power link encoding has drawn a lot of attention in recent years (e.g. [2, 4, 12, 13] ). To estimate the pattern-dependent link energy consumption, and thereby the coding efficiency, as a function of the network architecture and the application specific data flow, NoC simulators are commonly used [14] . However, current link energy models do not consider the effect of virtual channels, even though they are usually implemented to increase the NoC performance. This leads to a lack of efficient coding approaches applicable for virtual channel-based NoCs.
Generally, there exist a wide range of software for the simulation of NoCs at high abstraction levels, which can be divided into two classes: First class, simulators which target a specific architecture or use case, and the second class in which they are universally applicable. The first category of simulators is usually proposed as a supplementary to novel NoC hardware designs. One example is [15] , which is a simulator written for a specific 3D router architecture; in [16] , a router architecture which accelerates data streams in NoCs is proposed with a simulator implementing this specific router model. In [17] , a NoC router is extended over multiple layers in a 3D chip and an application specific simulator is proposed. However, all the aforementioned examples have limited applicability.
In the second category, simulators target as many architectures, designs and use cases as possible. There are two well-maintained and well-known software: Noxim [14] simulates NoCs on cycle-accurate abstraction level and is implemented in C++ using SystemC. To cover multiple use cases, many parameters of the architecture can be freely defined (e.g. buffer depth, packet size, routing algorithm, network topology). The simulator returns performance and energy figures for the NoC. The power is calculated using a simple, cycle-accurate, event-based model. In Noxim, a fixed energy consumption is assigned to events. These are counted and their energy consumption is accumulated to a static value. Among others, one event is the transmission of a flit over a link. However, we will show in this work that the energy consumption of a link transmitting a flit strongly depends on the switching allocation, associated with the virtual channels and not only on the accumulated number of transmitted flits. The simulator BookSim 2.0 [18] is similar; it is also cycle-accurate, implemented in C++ and offers similar parameters to set. It does not offer detailed power analysis and only provides network statistics.
There are many works for power estimation in NoC simulations. ORION 3.0 [11] provides the most detailed models for energy consumption of the router's components. Therefore, it is currently state-of-the-art to estimate router power. It also includes a basic power model for links, which is introduced in Eqs. 10 and 11 in Ref. [11] . It does not account for the effects of pattern-dependent coupling switching, which leads to a modeling error of up to 79.77% [19] . The authors themselves are aware of this limitation: They argue that their approach does not model power on flit level and that they "do not consider bit encodings in a flit, which can lead to significant errors in dynamic power estimation" [20, Sec. IV-C, p. 9]. Furthermore, our model allows analyzing any geometrical TSV or metal wire dimension an array sizes and thus can be adapted to all technologies, including heterogeneous 3D integration. This is not accounted for by ORION 3.0. Within Ref. [20] , the authors propose to use a rather old NoC simulator GARNET [21] from 2009 for full-system NoC simulation to overcome limitations of ORION 3.0. This would allow modeling flit-level power. We also extend this approach because evaluation of different codings is possible post-simulation without the necessity of a slow full-system simulation. To summarize, the manuscript submitted is the first work to account for physical effects in links on flit-level including pattern-dependent coupling and coding and including.
To summarize, the proposed NoC simulator extends the existing solutions. It peruses a general approach and, as a unique feature, implements the proposed energy model to estimate the dynamic link energy. Furthermore, it is based on well-defined models, as proposed in [22] and offers a structured design process for 3D NoC targeting heterogeneous 3D integrated circuits (ICs) as contributed in [23] .
Data dependent link energy consumption
The mean, pattern dependent, energy consumption of an N -bit link can be precisely estimated using [7, 24] :
Here, C i,i is the ground capacitance of interconnect i, and C i,j is the coupling capacitance between the interconnects i and j. Furthermore, E{} is the expectation operator and ∆b i represents the switching of bit i, which is either 1 (0 to 1 transition), 0 (no transition), or −1 (1 to 0 transition). Thus, E{∆b 2 i } is the self switching probability of interconnect i.
While the energy consumption due to the ground capacitance of an interconnect i is determined only by its self switching ∆b i , the energy consumption associated with a coupling capacitance C i,j is additionally affected by a switching on interconnect j ∆b j (correlated switching). Compared to the scenario where only interconnect i toggles (∆b j = 0), the contribution of C i,j to the energy consumption is doubled when interconnect j toggles in the opposite direction (∆b i ∆b j = −1) and vanishes if it toggles in the same direction (∆b i ∆b j = 1).
In modern links, the coupling capacitances dominate over the ground capacitances [25, 4] . Therefore, recent low-power data encoding approaches aim for an increase in the correlated switching (E{∆b i ∆b j }) and a decrease in the self switching (E{∆b 2 i }). However, for 3D links composed of TSVs, the logical-bit probabilities also affect the energy consumption [7] . A TSV, its oxide liner and the conductive substrate form a metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) junction. Thus, due to the MOS-effect, each TSV is surrounded by a depletion region, which is an insulating region within the conductive substrate. For the typical acceptor (p) doped substrate, an increase of 1-bit probability (E{b i }) on a TSV enlarges the width of its surrounding depletion region. This further isolates the TSV from the conductive substrate, resulting in up to 40 % lower capacitance values and consequently to reduced energy needs [7] . The exact bit probability -capacitance relation is complex and consequently not suitable for high-level models. Thus, a simple linear model is used to estimate the capacitance values C i,j as a function of the bit probabilities [7] :
where C T0,i,j is the capacitance value for all 1-bit probabilities equal to zero. ∆C T,i,j is the derivation of the capacitance value with increasing bit probability E{b i } or E{b j }. Summarized, the energy consumption of 3D links, normalized by the technology factor V 2 dd/2, is estimated via:
For 2D links, composed of metal-wires, the capacitance quantities are independent of the pattern properties. Therefore, the energy consumption is estimated via:
The energy consumption can also be expressed using Frobenius inner product ( ) of two matrices, which simplifies the formulas. For 2D links we obtain:
Here, C M is the capacitance matrix, with C M,i,j on entry (i, j). T presents the switching properties of the bits:
where the vector t s contains the self switching probabilities E{∆b 2 i }. Matrix T c includes the mean correlated switching quantities with zeros on the diagonal and E{∆b i ∆b j } on entry (i, j). 1 1×N is a 1×N matrix of ones.
For 3D links the matrix formulations is:
where • is the Hadamard operator and p is the bit probability vector (p i = E{b i }) and p T its transpose. In Summary, to estimate link energy requirements, three parameters are needed: first the capacitance matrices; second the switching matrices T; and third the bit probabilities p. While many works propose models to estimate the capacitance quantities at high abstraction levels (e.g. [25, 7, 26] ), the estimation of bit properties (T and p ) on high abstraction levels is currently possible only if virtual channels are neglected [27, 2] . To consider the effect of virtual channels, cost extensive bit-level simulations are currently required.
Virtual channel-based NoCs
In this section we discuss the effect of virtual channels on the link energy consumption. For this purpose, in Subsec. 4.1, we review the concept of virtual channels. Afterwards, in Subsec. 4.2, we show that they have a huge impact on the link energy consumption and heavily reduce the efficiency of existing low-power coding approaches. This also serves as a motivation for the present work.
Concept of virtual channels
The main functionality of a NoC is to forward data/messages (in form of packets) from a source processing element to a destination one. Thereby, packets may pass multiple routers (multi-hop transmission). Also, packets may compete for links if multiple of them traverse the network.
Consider for example the scenario where two packets A and B compete for a link. Without virtual channels, one packet (e.g. A) will be granted to use the link/channel, while the second packet B is blocked until A is completely transmitted. This has two disadvantages: first, due to the commonly applied flit-level flow control [28] , the next flit of the granted packet A might be blocked due to a contention elsewhere in the network. In this scenario the link is idle even though the other packet B could make effective use of it. The second problem is that blocked packets result heavily in unequal transmission times for messages. To mitigate this degradation and to provide quality-of-service (QoS) quantities, the bandwidth of a link is divided among different packets using virtual channels. With this technique more than one buffer is associated with each input port, so that different packets are buffered simultaneously and interleaved. While the assignment of virtual channels (input buffers) is packet based, the arbitration for physical channel bandwidth is on a flit-by-flit basis [28] .
Different techniques exist for this arbitration. The most common one is time multiplexing [29, 30] . Hereby, the available bandwidth of the link is equally partitioned on each virtual channel (fairness). For example, if three packets (A to C) simultaneously request the usage of one physical channel, the available link bandwidth is shared by transmitting A 0 B 0 C 0 A 1 B 1 C 1 . . . A m B m C m if no congestions occur in the preceding paths. Here, the indices are the flit numbers of the packets containing m flits. Another common technique uses priorities [31] . Each virtual channel is associated with a different priority depending on the service class of the according message. The transmission of packets with a lower priority is preempted if higher priority one are using the link. This guarantees quality of service for high priority traffic at the cost of a being less fair.
Summarized, virtual channels not only transmit packets sequentially but also multiplex simultaneous transmissions of multiple packets. The multiplexed transmission probability is slightly lower than a priority based virtual channel arbitration.
Effect of virtual channels on the energy consumption
As outlined in Sec. 3, the two bit-level properties that affect link power consumption are switching and bit probabilities. Obviously, the interleaved transmission of multiple data streams (multiplexing) -due to the use of virtual channels -has no impact on bit probabilities but on switching properties as they are determined by bit-level deltas between consecutively transmitted pattern pairs.
For the sequential transmission of highly correlated data streams, as found in DSP applications, the switching properties (T-entries) are small compared to the transmission of uncorrelated data [27] . This results in relatively low energy requirements as the energy consumption is directly proportional to the switching properties. However, when the data streams are multiplexed due to the use of virtual channels, this beneficial behavior is lost as the individual messages are uncorrelated. Consequently, the link energy consumption drastically increases when virtual channels are used. This is validated by the following analysis: we investigate the mean energy consumption per transmitted byte for the transmission of two data streams containing 100,000 Gaussian distributed 16 b flits with a relative correlation ρ of 0.99 and a standard-deviation σ of 256. Two physical link structures are considered: a 3D TSV array and a 2D metal-wire bus, both driven by commercial 40 nm inverters. To obtain the metal wire parasitics, a commercial wire tool is used. Hereby, the metal wire width and spacing is set to 0.3 µm and 0.6 µm, respectively. The TSV parasitics are generated with the edge-effect-aware capacitance model from Ref. [25] . For the quadratic TSV array, we consider a TSV radius and pitch of 2 µm and 8 µm respectively, which corresponds to the minimum TSV dimensions predicted by the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) for the time frame 2015-2018 [32] . The link length is set to 50 µm (3D) and 100 µm (2D). The driver parasitics are provided by the vendor.
Employing bit-level simulations, we analyze the energy consumption for various data stream multiplexing probabilities (mux. prob.), to cover all possible scenarios in virtual channel based NoCs. Mux. prob. defines the likelihood of a change in the active virtual channel, so that the next transmitted flit belongs to another data stream than the current one. The results are presented in Fig. 1 -a. For no data stream multiplexing, the energy consumption of the 2D and 3D link is 17 and 28 fJ per transmitted byte, respectively. This represents the case where no virtual channels are used. When they are used with equal priorities, mux. prob. is maximized to 1, indicating a continuous flit-by-flit multiplexing. In this scenario the energy consumption of the links is approx. doubled (2D: 34 fJ; 3D: 50 fJ) compared to the scenario where virtual channels are unused. This shows the dramatic effect of virtual channels on the link energy consumption. For scenarios where virtual channels are sometimes used, or if priorities are assigned to the channels, mux. prob. lies between 0 and 1 and the degradation is smaller.
To illustrate the effect of virtual channels on the efficiency of existing lowpower codes, we analyze the transmission of two random (uniformly distributed and uncorrelated) data streams, encoded with the classical invert technique [33] . 2D link 3D link Fig. 1 : Effect of virtual channels: a) mean link energy consumption over the channel multiplexing probability for the transmission of correlated, Gaussian data streams; b) gain of classical invert-coding [33] over the multiplexing probability for the transmission of two completely random data streams.
The results for the 2D and the 3D link, are shown in Fig. 1-b . When the two data streams are transmitted without virtual channels (i.e. mux. prob. = 0), the encoding technique leads to a reduction in the 2D/3D link energy consumption by approx. 15 %. However, with increasing virtual channel usage (i.e. mux. prob.) the coding efficiency vanishes. Due to the added redundancy of the technique (invert-bit), the encoding approach can even increase the energy consumption by up to 6 %. Thus, the high-level model presented in this work is not only required to estimate the energy consumption, but also to derive new coding techniques which do not show this degradation.
Modeling approach
In this section we present our high-level model to estimate the switching (T) and bit probability ( p ) characteristics of links with virtual channels, transmitting up to n different data types (D 1 to D n ). Thereby, head-flits build one data type. Thus, the amount of different transmitted message types is n−1. For each individual data type, we can obtain the switching properties (T 1 to T n ) for a sequential transmission of the according data stream, and the bit probabilities [27, 34] . For our approach, not only the bit probability vectors of the data streams ( p 1 to p n ) are required, but bit probability matrices (S 1 to S n ), with S
The diagonals of these matrices are equal to the bit probability vectors, since E{b
The remaining entries of a S-matrix are equal to the probability that both bits i and j of a pattern of D x are logical 1. Please note that, due to possible spatial bit-correlations (e.g. due to a normal distribution [27] ), E{b
With the data flow independent S-matrices, we estimate the switching properties when two data streams D
= E{b
For i = j, we obtain the self switching probabilities and for i = j the correlated switching properties. In Eq. 9, we exploit that the cross-correlation of two different data streams is zero, which results in E{b
Employing the resulting switching matrices for the scenarios of multiplexed data streams (T x→y , with x = y), as well as the switching matrices for no multiplexing (T x = T x→x ), we can determine the switching for a link and a given data flow:
where M is a 2n×2n matrix which contains the information about the data flow over the link. The (x, y)-entry M x,y is equal to the probability of transmitting a pattern of data type y, after transmitting a pattern of data type x. Thus, M x,x is equal to the probability of two subsequently transmitted patterns belonging to data type x (no multiplexing). Entry (x, x + n) is equal to the probability that the link holds a pattern of data type x (link is idle). Therefore, entry (x + n, y) is the probability of transmitting a pattern of data type y after being idle, holding a value of type x. Analogously, the bit probability vector for the link can be calculated by
Finally, by substituting T link and p link into Eq. 5 (for a 2D link) or Eq. 7 (for a 3D link) we can estimate the energy consumption of links in the presence of virtual channels.
Simulator
In this section, we describe our simulator, which is capable of generating the data flow matrices M. First, we introduce its architecture. Second, we demonstrate the configuration options of the simulator. Third, we explain the generation of data flow matrices and other evaluation metrics. The simulator and its source code are publicly available on Github at https://github.com/ jmjos/ratatoskr. Originally, it targets NoCs for 3D SoCs with technology heterogeneity, but can be used to model traditional 2D and homogeneous 3D NoCs, as well. 
Architecture
The simulator consists of three individual parts as shown in Fig. 2 : The NoC simulator is the core of the software; it simulates the NoC by means of hardware models for its components. The application model provides an implementation, which injects synthetic or real-world based traffic into the network. The reporting tool offers functions for evaluation of the simulation results. Neither application model nor reporting tool are topics of this very publication, and we kindly refer to the given references for details. We only provide a short description of the parts, while the NoC simulator is described in more detail in the next paragraph. The three parts are implemented in C++11 using the class library SystemC 2.3.1a [10] , which provides the simulation kernel. In version 1.1.8, the simulator has approximately 7,700 lines of code. This is a similar code size as the competitors (Noxim: 8,600 lines of code). Please note that BookSim 2.0 provides its own kernel and thus is naturally larger with 25,000 lines of code.
The application model implements colored, statistical Petri nets with retention time on places as published in [22] . This allows to model a very wide range of applications, reassessing both real world based traffic streams and traditional, synthetic ones. The reporting tool, as proposed in [23] , generates textual and graphical reports for each simulation run of the simulator. Further, it offers a MySQL database to track events in the NoC simulator such as flit send or routing calculation. It also generates the data flow matrices as explained later on.
The NoC simulator implements a hardware model, consisting of PEs, NIs, routers and links. As a distinguishing factor to the competitors, the model is well-defined, as published in [22] . The architecture, i.e. structure of components and their communication, is shown in Fig. 3 . As already explained, the application model injects traffic into the network via PEs. Since the application is modeled on transaction level (left-hand side of the figure) and the hardware is modeled cycle-accurate (right-hand side), both parts are connected by a transaction level model (TLM) interconnect. It handles mapping of places in the application's Petri net to PEs and vice versa. The PE is an abstract representation of processing cores, sensors or hardware accelerators connected to the NoC. PEs support virtual channels and are implemented in the class ProcessingElementVC. PEs process packets from the network via a receive- function. In the PEs' execute-function, events are triggered in the application model for the application dynamic behavior. The simulator connects PEs with routers at the same location via a single NI. NIs serialize data from packets into flits using the network link bit width, and vice versa. The NIs' implementation in the class NetworkInterfaceVC consists of one function per direction to serialize and deserialize data. Flits are sent in the network via routers and links. The router model is implemented in the class RouterVC. The router model is a standard input-buffered router [35] , which in addition, supports non-purely synchronous communication. Routers have two main functions: Flits are stored in the correct buffers in a receive-function; it also handles flow control to upstream routers. In the router's main thread, flits are processed by calculating a route, arbitrating virtual channels and sending flits. The router model has three stages (routing calculation, virtual channel allocation, sending) for head flits. Subsequent flits will be transmitted immediately if downstream buffer space is available. Many parameters of the router, such as buffer depth, number of virtual channels, routing function and even the network topology (cf. [22] ) can be configured during runtime using XML files, which avoids recompiling the simulator. As one exemplary excerpt, the definition of a router and a PE model is shown Listing 1. The router supports virtual channels, uses deterministic dimension ordered routing, round robin selection 2 , a fair arbiter as introduced in Sec. 4 and a clock speed of 1 GHz. The PEs have fewer options; they support virtual channels and are clocked at 500 MHz in this example. Finally, links connect routers unidirectionally, and their model is implemented in the class Link. Links issue data transmission clock-wise to the reporting tool for the generation of data flow matrices M. We verified the correctness of these matrices by comparison with raw data. It is noteworthy, that the link itself does not require knowledge about link bit width, since this information is already encapsulated Listing 1: Configuring node types via XML. < nodeTypes > < nodeType id ="0" > < model value =" RouterVC "/ > < routing value =" XYZ "/ > < selection value =" RoundRobin "/ > < arbitration value =" fair "/ > < clockDelay value ="1"/ > </ nodeType > < nodeType id ="1" > < model value =" P r o c e s s i n g E l e m e n t V C "/ > < clockDelay value ="2"/ > </ nodeType > </ nodeTypes > into the flit generation in the NIs.
In general, the proposed architecture is similar to competing software. Important distinguishing features are as follows: The proposed simulator is the only one with a link model to calculate the dynamic energy consumption of virtual channel-based links, as proposed as part of this publication. The number of parameters, which can be set during runtime via XML files is high in comparison and allows for very flexible modeling of many architectures. The application model, as published in [22] , is comprehensive and allows for generating real world data traffic, which is not possible with the existing solutions: These only provide synthetic traffic patterns, which are on a different level of abstraction. Finally, the reporting tool enables more flexible reports with adjustable level of abstraction than the competitors. This is exemplified in detail in the next section. To summarize, the proposed simulator offers more diverse features than the competing software and has an energy model of higher accuracy.
Generation of the data flow matrices M
The M-entries depend on the application scenario and the NoC architecture (virtual channel count/arbitration, routing, etc.). A typical scenario for the generation of data flow matrices is shown in Fig. 4 . In the upper part of the figure, an application is shown. It consists of a sender and two receivers; the data for each receiver have different pattern types, i.e. different switching (T) and bit probabilities ( p). In the lower layer, a simple 2×2 NoC is shown with mesh topology and dimension order routing. For the sake of simplicity, only routers and links are shown; NIs and PEs are at the same position of routers. The sender is mapped to the upper right PE. The senders are mapped to two PEs on the left-hand side of the NoC.
3 In the application model, as proposed in [22] , n different pattern types are denoted by colors using the set Σ = {σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ n }. In this example, only σ 1 and σ 2 are used. The data flow of both pattern types is shown in the figure in red and orange. The data flow matrix M 1 for the upper link is influenced by both pattern types; the data flow matrix M 2 is only influenced by type σ 2 , since the data of the first flow do not traverse this link. If the two pattern types are in two different virtual channels and are transmitted simultaneously, there will be switching activity between the two types in the data flow matrix for this link. This example demonstrates the dependence of data flow matrices from NoC and application.
This method is superior to saving a whole protocol of the transmitted flit types (which we used to verify the implementation of the link model), since this would require memory which linearly increases with the amount of simulated clock cycles, i.e. the trace of the link has a memory complexity of O(t), with t as simulation time. The effort to save the data flow matrices, however, is constant because the matrices are of size 2n×2n for n − 1 transmitted data streams and do not increase their size with the simulation time, i.e. the generation of the matrices has a memory complexity of O(n 2 ). Naturally, the execution time complexity is identical for both methods, since the whole simulation must be executed (O(t)).
The reporting tool saves the matrix's contents and reports them both in human-readable textual form and as a .csv file for further processing. Please note that the data flow matrices allow for the calculation of further statistics, beside the proposed energy consumption. For instance, the average idle/usage time of every link, and thus also router port, can be easily extracted. Therefore, the data flow matrices provide an innovative feature with a truly additional value in comparison to the existing NoC simulators.
Simulation results

Model accuracy
In this section we investigate the accuracy of our approach. For this purpose, we analyze the transmission of 2-5 data types/streams for different mean multiplexing probabilities with Python. Furthermore, each simulation is executed 1,000 times for a flit width of 16 b, and 1,000 times for a flit width of 32 b. To cover the large space of data type combinations as well as possible, in each run the synthetically generated data streams vary randomly. The pattern distribution of each single data stream is either uniform, normal (Gaussian), or log-normal. For the last two distributions, the standard deviation of the patterns is in the range from 2 N /10 to 2 N −1 and the relative pattern correlation is in the range from 0 to 1. Compared are the switching properties (T), estimated with our proposed high-level model, and the exact switching properties determined by means of bit-level simulations, for the transmission of 10,000 flits. Reported are the overall root-mean-square-errors (RMSE ) as well as the maximum-absolute-errors (MAE ).
The results are presented in Fig. 5 . The results show that our approach enables an extremely accurate estimation of the switching characteristics, independent of the multiplexing probabilities, the number of multiplexed data streams, or the flit width. For all analyzed scenarios, the RMSE of our estimates is in the range of 0.6-0.8 percentage points (pp). The maximum error (MAE ) for all 5,120,000 estimated switching properties does not exceed 2.8 pp. Although our model has a close to perfect match with bit-level simulations, it requires more than 2,000 times lower execution time on an Intel i5-4690 machine, with 16 GB of RAM, running Linux kernel 3.16. This speed up will even increase with an increasing pattern and/or link count. Thus, our model enables to precisely predict the energy consumption of a full virtual channel based NoC, containing multiple processing elements, within a tolerable time.
Furthermore, the experiment proves that, as expected, the switching activities linearly increase with an increasing multiplexing probability (see also Fig. 1) , while the number of multiplexed data streams does not affect the switching properties. Since switching is only determined by direct consecutive pattern pairs, a multiplexing of two data streams leads, on average, to the same energy consumption as a multiplexing of three or more data streams. Thus, without loss of generality, in the remainder of this section we restrict our analysis to scenarios where only two data types are multiplexed.
Low-power coding
As outlined in Sec. 4, there is a strong need for coding techniques which reduce the energy consumption of links with virtual channels. The modeling technique presented in this work allows for a fast estimation of the efficiency of such low-power coding techniques. With a single simulation, the coding independent data flow matrices M are determined once. Afterwards, using Eq. 5-11, the actual link energy requirements can be determined for arbitrary data streams, and thus different applied data encoding techniques. Furthermore, the highlevel model presented in this work enables the design of new coding techniques which consider the effect of virtual channels. This approach is investigated in this subsection.
For this purpose, we consider the simultaneous transmission of 2 MB of data from two different sources over 16 b wide 2D and 3D links. For the physical media (2D and 3D links), we use the same structures as in Sec. 4. Investigated is the dissipated energy per effectively transmitted byte over the mean multiplexing probability (mean(M 1,2 , M 2,1 )) to take possible bit-overheads of encoding techniques into account. For the data streams, we consider uniformly distributed patterns where the eight MSBs show a strong temporal correlation (ρ = 0.99), and completely random (uncorrelated) patterns. For the uncorrelated, data we analyze the invert-coding and for the correlated data a correlator-coding [24] . The second approach correlates (bit-wise XOR) every data word with the previous data word of the stream. Therefore, in the analyzed example, the high MSB correlation in combination with the inverting drivers leads to code word MSBs nearly stable on logical 1 [5] . The energy quantities are determined twice by means of Eq. 5-7: once using the high-level model presented in this work to estimate T & p ; and once using the exact T & p obtained by bit-level simulations.
The resulting energy quantities are illustrated in Fig. 6 . The markers indicate the energy quantities obtained for the exact bit properties which are in perfect accordance with the energy quantities obtained with our high-level model (lines). Thus, our model allows for a fast and precise estimation of coding efficiencies. For example, the model precisely predicts the decreasing efficiency of the invert-coding with an increasing multiplexing probability as well as the increasing efficiency of the correlator-coding for the transmission of two correlated data streams. Thus, it allows to identify that for a high virtual channel usage a different coding technique than the invert-coding approach is required, while the correlator-coding performs well for this data flow scenario. Without our high-level model, it is not trivial for a designer to explain this observation, which complicates the design of new coding techniques for links with virtual channels. Our proposed model provides a clear answer. Invert-coding does only affect the switching probabilities for the sequential (non-multiplexed) transmission of data streams. However, it does not affect the bit probability matrices S. Thus, according to our model, it does not decrease the energy consumption per clock cycle for a continuous data type multiplexing, and due to its induced overhead it even increases the energy consumption per effectively transmitted byte. In contrast, the correlator-coding leads to MSBs nearly stable on logical 1. This increases the S-values, which reduces the T x→y values as well as the TSV capacitance quantities via the MOS-effect. Summarized, our model reveals an important message for the design of lowpower techniques: in order to obtain the most efficient coding approach for links with virtual channels, the technique must not only affect the switching activities of the single data streams E{∆b i ∆b j }, but also the bit probabilities E{b i · b j }.
Image processing case study
This section presents a case study with a common use-case of the model presented in this work. We consider a heterogeneous 3D Vision SoC with a NoC interconnect architecture. The NoC architecture has a flit width of 16 b with 1 head-and 31 body-flits (payload) per packet, supports up to four virtual channels per port, and has an input buffer depth of 4. Furthermore, for comparison, we also consider the same architecture without virtual channels.
The full 3D SoC consists of: one mixed signal (MS) layer which contains six CMOS image sensors (S1-S6) at the top; one underlying memory (MEM) layer; and at the bottom one digital layer containing the actual processors. In this case study we want to analyze, and optimize, the transmission of raw gray-scale image pixels (two per flit) from the sensors to the memory. Since the analyzed NoC uses a XYZ-routing [1] , while images are always read from the memory, we can analyze the traffic from the memory to the sensors without considering the traffic between the cores and the memory. Thus, the structure sketched in Fig. 7 is analyzed. In total seven different data/flit types are transmitted over the links: 1 for head-flits h, and 6 for bodyflits (one per source) s1-s6. Each of the six image sensors in the MS layer is connected to one router R1-R6, which are connected by 2D links. Router R5 is connected via a 3D link with router R7 in the underlying MEM layer. Connected to R7 is a memory block to store the sensor data. Thus, over the links connecting R1→R2, R3→R2, R4→R5 and R6→R5 only data stemming from one sensor and head-flits are transmitted, resulting in unused virtual channels. Usage of virtual channels occurs in the links R2→R5 and R5→R7 as they are required for the transmission of data from 3 and 6 different sensors, respectively. In this section the same physical link structures as in Sec. 4 & 7 are considered. To obtain data flow matrices we run a simulation for the virtual channel-based and the virtual channel-less 3D NoC with our extended simulator for a mean traffic injection rate of 20 % per sensor. To allow for subsequent bit-level simulations (to obtain reference values), the simulator is temporarily modified in a way that it saves the whole protocol of the transmitted flits.
After the simulations, the energy quantities per transmitted packet are determined with Python, employing: first our proposed high-level model, second the standard high-level model (neglects the effect of virtual channels), and third bit-level simulations. Thereby, we consider two separate traffic scenarios. In scenario 1 all six sensors capture road images with a resolution of 512×512 pixels during the daylight, and in scenario 2 during the night. We choose these particular traffic scenarios as they result in relatively high errors for our approach, which assumes that the cross-correlation between the individual data streams is zero. This is not guaranteed if all sensors capture pictures of the same environment from different perspectives. The energy results with virtual channels are presented in the first row of and network performance without virtual channels are shown in Table 2 .
The simulation framework reveals that implementing virtual channels in the NoC allows to almost double the network performance for the analyzed application, as the average flit and network latency decreases by 52.2 % and 45.5 %, respectively. However, this performance gain is at an expense of a dramatic increase in link's power consumption of 74.9 % (beside increased complexity of the NoC architecture) . Generally, in all analyzed realistic NoC traffic scenarios, our proposed model precisely predicts the energy consumption (error below 1 %, compared to results obtained by precise, but computational extensive, bit-level simulation). In contrast, the previous high-level model which neglects the effect of virtual channels, leads to an error of almost 50 %, for the virtual channel-based NoC, although in the analyzed virtual channel scenario less than 50 % of the links actually make use of their virtual channels. However, the two links which use virtual channels show the highest energy consumption, and for these links the traditional model leads to an underestimation of the energy consumption by more than a factor of four.
After the simulation, we analyze the integration of two overhead free lowpower coding approaches for the body-flits: correlator-and Gray-coding [24] . We analyze overhead free, low-complex, low-power codes as an induced bitoverhead would increase the buffer/memory cost. Additionally, both encoding techniques can be hidden in the AD converters of the sensors, to mitigate the implementation overhead. Gray-encoding reduces the switching activities for a sequential transmission of the highly correlated pixels, while a correlator mainly affects the bit probabilities. As we know from the previous section, the correlator-coding shows good coding efficiency for multiplexed data streams, while the efficiency for no multiplexing is rather poor. The energy quantities for the transmission of the encoded data, instead of the RAW data, are also shown in Table 1 (with virtual channels) and in Table 2 (without virtual channels). The (estimated) energy reductions due to the coding approaches are shown in bold. Our presented model, in accordance with the bit-level simulations, indicates that the correlator leads to a far better coding efficiency (-36 % instead of -1 %). Thus, if virtual channels are integrated together with an endto-end correlator coding, the link's energy consumption compared to the virtual channel-less system will be reduced from 52.2 % to 12.5 %.
In comparison, the standard model that neglects virtual channels, erroneously predicts a much higher coding efficiency for the Gray-coding and even a significant increase in the energy consumption (negative coding gain) for the correlator-coding. This underlines that, using any model other than ours for a high-level performance estimation, results in implementing inefficient coding techniques and a dramatic underestimation of the energy quantities.
Conclusion
This work presents a NoC simulator with the first model to precisely estimate the data dependent dynamic energy consumption of 2D and 3D links even at the presence of virtual channels. The simulator is implemented in C++ and SystemC. Thus, it allows for an early design stage estimation of the NoC energy requirements. Furthermore, it enables the derivation and a fast evaluation of low-power data encoding techniques for links with virtual channels. In combination with proposed NoC simulator, a full design space exploration including link energy is possible for NoCs for the first time. The model shows negligible errors for realistic NoC traffic scenarios, with and without implemented coding techniques.
